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It’s a plain fact - close friends and production / DJ partners Grzegorz and Wojciech are enjoying a stellar and prolific career
as the house outfit Catz ’n Dogz. Working their way up from humble beginnings, they now deliver constant DJ shows at the
hottest venues across the globe and killer EPs and remixes with the biggest labels on the scene including Defected, Dirtybird
and Diynamic. After a huge success with the single ‘Force’ last year, they returned with a 2 track EP ‘Inner Revolution’ to the
UK powerhouse Defected Records in May and debuted on Solomun’s Diynamic in March. As well as the underground scene
the duo have also broken onto the bigger global stage through remixes and collaborations with names like The Chemical
Brothers, Roisin Murphy and Disclosure. While their fourth full length studio album ‘Friendship’ was released just last year on
their own Pets Recordings; this year they faced the adversities of the COVID-19 pandemic, bouncing back with the creation of
‘Moments’, the latest album showcasing yet again their mastery in music production, presenting another side of their trademark sound while accompanying the community through a journey of self-awareness, emotionally charged, tapping into the
mellow, downtempo vibrations to overcome a time of global crisis.
Now active on the scene for over fifteen years Catz ’n Dogz are making a long-lasting impression in the dance music community, their achievements are reflected with press and award nominations including cover features with Mixmag and DJ Mag
Spain, spots in the RA Top 100 DJ poll, DJ Mag’s ‘Top 10 Albums’ and ‘Best Track’ at WMC Awards. Alongside all this, back in
their home country Poland they have received numerous prizes from Muno PL, held residencies at the top clubs in the country,
such as Smolna Warsaw, and are widely regarded as the nation’s number one dance music export. Regardless of the
current world situation, Catz ’n Dogz duo continue to passionaly create music and won’t stop with productions. Even though
the world is at a stall, the polish duo persistently thrive and certainly they are not giving up hope!
Connect with Catz ‘n Dogz:
http://bit.ly/catzndogz (Spotify)
http://bit.ly/catz_n_dogz (iTunes)
https://www.instagram.com/catz_n_dogz/
https://www.youtube.com/catzndogz-official
https://www.facebook.com/catzndogz.official/
https://www.twitch.tv/catz_n_dogz/
https://www.patreon.com/catzndog
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